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Executive Summary
In the face of climate change in the Pacific Northwest resulting in longer and more severe
droughts in southern BC watersheds, stream rearing trout and salmon stocks are likely to
experience reduced productivity due to declines in habitat quantity and quality. Impact
mechanisms include changes in growth rates, thermal mortality, oxygen stress, changes in prey
density and changes in interspecific and intraspecific competition (Nelitz et al. 2007). In October
2007, the Pacific Fisheries Resource Conservation Council released two reports forecasting
effects of global warming on BC salmon and recommending strategies to save wild stocks
(http://fish.bc.ca/helping-pacific-salmon-survive-impact-climate-change-freshwater-habitats).
The reports urge stakeholders to identify issues of concern, assess vulnerability of local and
regional stocks, summarize community and agency assets to deal with the issues, and use existing
and innovative adaptation strategies to reduce the vulnerability of stocks in the short and longterm (Nelitz et al. 2007).
To help address this issue, the BC Conservation Foundation continued its partnership with
Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Ministry of Environment, Ducks Unlimited Canada, First Nations,
local regional districts, municipal governments, landowners and area streamkeepers to examine
the feasibility of potential stream flow improvement projects in prioritized east coast Vancouver
Island watersheds. Projects included potential structural modifications or operational refinements
to existing storage sites as well as new designs at locations (typically headwater lakes) where
stakeholder support and predicted biological benefits were high, impacts low, and implementation
cost-effective.
This project’s main objective was to develop concepts and complete the required assessments,
consultation, design and licensing activities to bring candidate sites to the implementation phase.
Two sites were advanced to implementation: Crofton Lake on Richards Creek near Duncan and
Keogh Lake on Keogh River near Port Hardy. Focusing on streams between Victoria and Port
Hardy, flow improvements were designed to increase wild production of salmon and trout by
providing elevated base flows and maintaining and/or increasing the area and quality of summer
rearing habitat. A second objective was to improve public awareness of the need for adequate
stream flows for rearing salmon and trout. This was achieved through media releases, newspaper
reporting and TV coverage of sites where feasibility work or implementation phases where being
carried out.
This project was funded by Pacific Salmon Commission’s Southern Fund Committee, the Living
Rivers–Georgia Basin/Vancouver Island program, and the provincial Habitat Conservation Trust
Foundation. In-kind support from First Nations, fish agencies, stream stewards, local
governments and the private sector was greatly appreciated.
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1.0

Introduction

In partnership with Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO), Ministry of Environment (MoE), Ducks
Unlimited Canada, First Nations (FN), local regional districts, municipal governments,
landowners and area streamkeepers, the feasibility of potential stream flow improvement projects
in prioritized east coast Vancouver Island (ECVI) watersheds was examined. BC Conservation
Foundation (BCCF) activities in fiscal 2008/09 (Year 2) included work in 10 of 11 high and
moderate priority watersheds identified in the 2008/09 proposal to the PSC Southern Fund, plus
scoping work on three additional Island drainages south of Duncan. No work occurred in the
Nanaimo River watershed. As proposed, work centered around biological and engineering
assessments of potential sites where, with landowner consent, public support and regulatory
approval, new storage could be developed or where existing storage could be improved or
increased.
Improving water quality and quantity for stream rearing stocks continues to the project’s main
goal, aligning with SFC’s Goal 6. Goal 8, improved collaboration, occurred on a number of
fronts, particularly between BCCF’s Living Rivers-Georgia Basin/Vancouver Island (LR-GB/VI)
program and local regional districts, First Nations and DFO. Media coverage (TV and
newspaper) of storage related work improved both the public’s and local government’s
understanding of climate change effects on stocks and fisheries (SFC’s Goal 9).

2.0 Methods
Individual projects were initiated or advanced largely based on a decision framework and flow
chart (Appendix A) developed by program managers and reviewed by agency representatives
early in this multi-year initiative. Identification of stakeholders and early consultation was
critical to project success and efficient use of scarce resources and agency in-kind support. As
sites were identified and preliminary concepts developed, notional support from stakeholders
would trigger further feasibility assessments such as detailed engineering surveys and biological
assessments to quantify potential fish production benefits.
Particularly crucial to project success was identifying a suitable and willing water license
proponent. The Province requires all storage projects to be licensed and sufficiently maintained
for the duration of the license (presumably in perpetuity). Consultation with agencies, local
governments and landowners with respect to becoming a water license proponent often lead to
requests for a cost-benefit analysis, requiring further (detailed) biological, hydrological or
engineering assessments before a proponent officially accepted liability and committed to annual
maintenance costs. BCCF continued to aid the application processes for any such sites.
Biological assessments documented potential impacts and benefits of proposed storage projects.
Program philosophy dictates that impacts from water storage projects should be minimized by
restricting proposed water height increases to levels that are generally within the water body’s
natural range of fluctuation. Where projects involved “new” storage (i.e., an undeveloped site, or
new top or bottom storage at a pre-existing site), impacts to flora and non-fish fauna in and
around the sites (typically headwater lakes) were assessed by contracted biologists (with
assistance of local FNs) that specialized in that field. Project-specific parameters such as
proposed water level changes, timing and structure type/location were explained, and the
contractors were asked to document species (particularly listed species) observed or likely
supported at the site, predict project effects and recommend mitigation where possible.
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Impacts and benefits to fish were documented by BCCF (and in some cases local FN) fisheries
staff. Impacts to lake resident stocks were minimized by limiting proposed water level changes
and ensuring fish passage at proposed storage structures where appropriate. Biological benefits in
target reaches were assessed by documenting standing stocks in conjunction with current or
typical habitat conditions and estimating improvements in quantity and quality of habitat that
would occur with storage project implementation. Generally, crews followed accepted
methodologies similar to those recommended by Hatfield et al. (2007) and Lewis et al. (2004) to
document riffle/pool/glide wetted widths and depth/velocity characteristics to estimate how
habitat area and mesohabitat suitability for generic insects, fry and parr changed with discharge
levels. Examinations occurred throughout the summer season at target percentages of estimated
mean annual discharge.
In partnership with or contracted by BCCF, experienced hydrologists and engineers from
agencies, local governments and the private sector assessed sites for potential improvements,
storage structure suitability, water balance benefits. Where site-specific progress allowed, blueprint designs and/or construction plans were developed for implementation. Provincial water
license standards require a professional engineer to sign off most water storage infrastructure
projects prior to approval.
Because of the wide diversity of projects being examined for feasibility, further background and
methodology is occasionally included in section 3.0, Site Specific Activities and Results.

3.0

Site Specific Activities and Results (South to North; Figure 1))

The following sections report project activities/results for fifteen sites from Sooke River on the
south Island to Keogh River on the north end. A selection of photos from some of the sites is
included in Appendix B.

3.1 Sooke River – Charters Creek
Working with DFO, T’Sou-ke FN, the Juan de Fuca Salmon Restoration Society and the Capital
Regional District (CRD), contractors funded primarily by LR-GB/VI completed modifications to
and monitored flows from a small storage dam at Shields Lake in the headwaters of Charters
Creek, a significant tributary to Sooke River. BCCF staff worked to coordinate contractors doing
modifications and monitoring flows. Potential exists for upper watershed storage as well as for
tapping into the large CRD domestic water supply line which crosses Charters Creek. Increased
summer water flows will support side channel construction on lower Charters, for which
preliminary design work has already been completed.
Monitoring results in 2008 showed that additional flows made available from Shields Lake did
not translate into more water in lower Charters Creek, likely having been lost (to
evaporation/groundwater) in Grassy Lake and associated wetlands on the way.
Accordingly, BCCF and agency partners recently advocated that the CRD consider a plan to
release water from their domestic water supply line directly into the target reach of Charters
Creek, where the pipeline crosses the creek. In exchange, the CRD would reduce their mandated
release to Sooke River from Sooke Reservoir, a reduction that DFO stated would be
unmeasurable and insignificant to Sooke mainstem habitats.
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Installing a valve mechanism on the pipeline crossing at Charters Creek would facilitate the
release, and the CRD was in the process of upgrading the pipeline infrastructure.

3.2 Craigflower Creek – Thetis Lake
The potential for better use of existing storage at Thetis Lake near Victoria was brought to
BCCF’s attention by MoE small lakes biologist T. Andrews in 2007. Thetis Lake supplies
Craigflower Creek, a small, flow challenged but productive cutthroat and coho stream that drains
into the Victoria area’s Gorge Waterway. An opportunity exists to work with CRD Parks
Department staff to improve operations of and facilities at Thetis Lake dam (in Thetis Lake
Regional Park), a primary source of water to Craigflower Creek. Among specific directions in
the CRD’s regional parks management plan (CRD 2004) was a proposal to continue to work with
MoE in releasing water from Thetis Lake to enhance conditions for salmon and trout in
Craigflower Creek.
BCCF staff met on site at Thetis Lake with CRD Parks staff in April 2008. Discussions and
subsequent research resulted in development of a Project Concept paper which was sent to the
CRD Parks Operations Services Manager and several key staff people.
A second meeting is pending to further discuss project scope and identify next steps.
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Figure 1. Existing and potential water storage sites where feasibility work occurred, east
coast Vancouver Island
BC Conservation Foundation, December 2009
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3.3 Garnett Creek – Agricultural Storage Re-allocation
Garnett Creek enters Cowichan Bay 7 km south of the Cowichan estuary. This small creek drains
~5.5 km2 of agricultural and residential land and supports small runs of cutthroat and coho, and
occasionally chum (T. Burns, biologist, CLSES, pers. comm.). During a recent on-site tour, the
riparian corridor along the creek’s lower reaches appeared to be in good condition; however, bank
stability was an issue. Though little hydrological data exists, summer base flows were minimal
and thought to be the limiting factor to fish production.
A farmer owning land on both sides of the creek 600 metres upstream of the mouth has indicated
a willingness to DFO’s local Community Advisor to relinquish some of his 160,000 m3 of
licensed water storage, located on his property next to the creek. In exchange, he is seeking
regulatory and financial support for upgrading his storage facility including the reservoir dam.
Preliminary calculations suggest Garnett Creek summer base flows could be doubled if 50% of
licensed storage were re-allocated, but much of the detail associated with this proposal is
unknown. With BCCF support, DFO’s Community Advisor will continue to work with the
landowner towards developing the proposal.

3.4 Richards Creek – Crofton Lake
A tributary of Somenos Creek and Cowichan River, Richards Creek flows south from Crofton
Lake for 5 km where it enters Somenos Lake. A partner group lead by DFO and the District of
North Cowichan (DNC) has lead efforts to increase base flows in Richards Creek using storage
no longer needed in Crofton Lake, previously a DNC domestic water supply for the town of
Crofton. Richards Creek displays a variety of habitats for salmon and trout, from natural,
forested reaches in the upper drainage with excellent rearing and spawning characteristics, to
channelized, virtually flat, agriculturally influenced reaches on the bottom end approaching
Somenos Lake.
In spring 2008, final measurements were completed to confirm the extent of habitat
improvements (quantity and quality) that were possible through increasing flow releases from
Crofton Lake. The target release of 400 Igal/min represented an 800% increase over historic base
flows provided to Richards Creek by DNC during typical summers. Feasibility results
demonstrated significant rearing habitat suitability increases for trout (riffle depths/velocities) and
coho (mainly pool depths and glide widths) as well as macro-invertebrates (riffles). Wetted width
increases equated to 765 m2 of additional high quality rearing habitat in the 1.4 km target reach
alone. Monitored by a local contractor, minor increases in water quality (dissolved O2,
temperature) were also noted at sites on lower Richards Creek.
Accordingly, implementation of the Crofton Lake/Richards Creek Flow Augmentation Project
proceeded during summer 2008. Dam infrastructure was upgraded to enable the desired release
rate (implementation phase was funded by HCTF and LR-GB/VI). Starting in July, close to
target flows were successfully delivered to Richards Creek for the remainder of the summer, and
both DFO and DNC feedback on the project was very positive.
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3.5 Plantation Creek – Plantation Wetland
Plantation Creek drains a small catchment on the southeast shore of Cowichan Lake west of
Duncan. Most, if not all, of the drainage is Crown land occupied by a Ministry of Forests (MoF)
Research Station. The creek is largely ephemeral at present, and Cowichan Lake Salmonid
Enhancement Society (CLSES) members have proposed constructing a small weir (~1 m) in the
drainage’s headwaters where the creek leaves a 4 ha spirea wetland.
The MoF Research Station Manager is conceptually supportive, and a recent tour with DFO’s
Habitat Protection Officer, local Community Advisor and BCCF staff identified regulatory and
habitat protection issues for the CLSES to examine. BCCF intends to support continued storage
feasibility provided key issues are clarified.

3.6 Chemainus River – Holyoak Lake
Similar to the Crofton Lake scenario, Holyoak Lake is a domestic water reservoir managed by the
DNC for the community of Chemainus. The supply’s quality is less than desired and DNC is in a
multi-year process of replacing it with a ground water supply and well system located adjacent to
the lower Chemainus River. In March 2009, the provincial Environmental Assessment Office
(EAO) issued its approval for the well project to be completed and for its annual operation
between October 15 and June 15 only. Because of possible impacts to adjacent Chemainus River
fish habitat, further testing (and possibly mitigation) is required for the District to operate the
wells during the summer1.
Holyoak Lake historically drains south via Holyoak Creek to Chemainus River, entering the
mainstem at river kilometre 16.5. When the reservoir was built in 1976, its outflow was diverted
north to Banon Creek, an adjacent, non-anadromous sub-basin closer to the Chemainus River
mouth, entering the mainstem at kilometre 10.5.
Preliminary discussions that occurred in 2007 with DNC and Halalt FN staff centered on the
potential to use storage at Holyoak more effectively for Chemainus River fish production,
assuming the reservoir was going to become a back-up supply to the new ground water project.
Possible options included releases specifically geared to address critical low flow periods on the
Chemainus River, re-routing releases back to Holyoak Creek to provide increased base flows in a
greater length of the Chemainus mainstem, and increasing storage on the reservoir to bolster its
ability to augment base flows and compensate for perceived impacts to mainstem fish habitat
from the proposed well project site.
This last option, to increase storage at Holyoak Lake, would potentially offset effects of the lower
river well project, should mitigation be required. Increased storage was given consideration
during a feasibility overview and on-site meeting between DNC engineers, BCCF and NHC Ltd.
engineers in July 2007. There was general agreement that increasing storage, though logistically
challenging due to the site’s remote location, could be fairly straightforward to accomplish.
In 2008, non-fish environmental impacts of adding 60 cm vertical storage to Holyoak were
assessed. The object was to identify and mitigate potential impacts of increased storage on the
1

(http://a100.gov.bc.ca/appsdata/epic/html/deploy/epic_project_home_221.html)
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flora and fauna (non-fish) associated with the lake, especially provincially and federally listed
amphibian, bird, small mammal and plant species. The study found no listed plant or amphibian
species at the site. Though suitable habitat was found for four listed bird species, potential
impacts were deemed to be negligible due to the lack of quality habitat and lack of occurrence at
the site. No occurrence of the Vancouver Island water shrew was documented, and increased
levels in Holyoak Lake were not expected to cause significant, long-term negative impacts to this
species (Wind 2009).
In the fall of 2008 and with LR-GB/VI and BCCF support, DNC tendered a more detailed
engineering assessment of raising the reservoir 60 cm. This study will likely be completed some
time in 2009.
Though both parties were conceptually supportive of storage to benefit fish, progress has been
slow on this file to respect the differences of opinion over the lower river well project between
the proponent (DNC) and local First Nations, and due to the lengthy EAO process required to
resolve associated issues. The Holyoak reservoir was potentially part of well project mitigation,
and little could be accomplished without a determination of how the facility might factor into the
upgraded water supply system. Now that a provincial Environmental Assessment Certificate has
been issued for the well project, there is renewed potential for existing and new storage at
Holyoak to improve Chemainus base flows and the river’s wild fish production. A meeting is
planned with DNC staff to clarify next steps in, and a schedule for, the feasibility process.

3.7 Millstone River – Westwood Lake
Partnering in 2008 with the City of Nanaimo, DFO, the Snuneymuxw FN and area
streamkeepers, Phase I of storage implementation was completed at Westwood Lake to augment
flows in the Millstone River (NHC 2009). Phase I employed existing storage on the lake,
released to Darough Creek and the Millstone River through a low level siphon installed over
Westwood Dam. In 2009, the partners intend to complete Phase II, the licensing and construction
of 15 cm of new top storage on Westwood Lake, also to be released through the Westwood Dam
siphon.
Rather than feasibility, both these phases are considered implementational and have been funded
separately by various stakeholders, including PSC, the Habitat Conservation Trust Foundation
(HCTF) and LR-GB/VI. They are mentioned here to provide scope for ECVI Storage Feasibility
work in general, and for new feasibility work commencing in 2009 on the Millstone watershed’s
Brannen Lake.

3.8 Millstone River – Brannen Lake
Brannen Lake, the headwaters of the Millstone River, is the largest lake in the watershed at
108 ha, 1.7 times the size of nearby Westwood Lake. Prior to 2007, Brannen Lake and its
tributaries were largely inaccessible to anadromous fish, as was the portion of the Millstone River
from Brannen Lake downstream to the falls in Nanaimo’s Bowen Park. The culmination of
several years of studies and assessments, a bypass channel was constructed in 2007 at Bowen
Park to enable returning cutthroat, steelhead and coho salmon to migrate upstream and populate
the watershed’s upper reaches.
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A critical component of the Millstone’s fisheries enhancement strategy is water storage and base
flow improvement. Extensive development in the watershed has reduced summer base flows to
less than 2% of mean annual discharge, an order of magnitude lower than the provincially
identified ideal of 20%. As a result, summer habitat for stream-rearing trout and salmon is
severely degraded. The ongoing Westwood Lake storage project aims to significantly improve
summer flows by releasing water to Darough Creek and the Millstone via the new siphon at
Westwood dam (section 3.7). However, more work is required to supply summer discharge rates
adequate for rearing, and the 8.6 km of mainstem habitat between Brannen Lake and Darough
Creek’s confluence with the Millstone remains highly flow challenged.
Brannen Lake, with its size and location in the Millstone’s headwaters, is greatly suited to store
additional water for targeted release to the Millstone and its new bypass channel. Natural lake
fluctuation is approximately 2 m, and the lowest 15% of that amount (30 cm of storage) would
retain 325,000 m3 of water, allowing at least 16 L/s to be added to natural summer base flows
over a 120 day period (Jul-Oct; assumes 50% loss to evapotranspiration). This addition would
result in a doubling of August monthly flows in the upper Millstone.
Work in 2008/09 included background and baseline data gathering, preliminary stakeholder
consultations, and planning for baseline engineering surveys.
A long term automated water level recorder was purchased, installed and benchmarked in August
2008. BCCF staff reviewed files at MoE’s Nanaimo regional office and copied key reports and
information. A search for historic lake level data yielded minimal results, with no records
available from the City of Nanaimo, the Regional District of Nanaimo (RDN) or MoE. A
lakeshore property owner provided a limited data set (~2 years, fall through spring) and Nanaimo
Correctional Centre (NCC) staff were asked to locate copies of staff gauge data from their site on
the Centre’s lakeside dock.
Preliminary consultation and on-site examinations occurred with key agency and institutional
interests (DFO, Ministry of Agriculture and Lands, MoE, NCC). Consultation was subsequently
widened to include additional stakeholders (local FNs, City of Nanaimo, RDN, streamkeepers,
angler groups). Most of the lake’s 47 shoreline property owners were contacted personally to
introduce the feasibility project and seek initial reaction. Project support was varied; agricultural
property owners were most concerned, while residential owners appeared less so to date.
Consultation with landowners will continue and be a major component of this project, should it
proceed to the implementation phase.
A preliminary engineering survey was planned to establish suitable benchmarks, capture key
landmarks around the lake, and detail outlet area and stream channel topography. This will
enable conceptual designs for a small weir to be developed as well as photo documentation of
shoreline properties at specific lake elevations (i.e., existing low, proposed low, etc.) for
landowner consideration. These latter two tasks form part of the work proposed for spring and
summer 2009.
Lastly, examinations of potential impacts of small scale storage on flora and non-fish fauna at
Brannen Lake was contracted for summer 2009 using local biologists specializing in amphibians,
birds, plants and small mammals.
Approved on March 25, 2009 by the SFC, $3,124.54 of the original $30,000 PSC grant was
carried forward into fiscal 2009/10 to enable contracting a preliminary engineering survey of
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Brannen Lake and its outlet. The survey was completed in April 2009 and formed the basis of
follow up discussions about storage structure location and design.

3.9 South Englishman River – Shelton Lake
Shelton Lake is located in the headwaters of the South Englishman River, the Englishman River’s
largest tributary. Essentially a wilderness lake, it has a small camping area accessed by rough
logging roads maintained by TimberWest Forest Corp (landowner). The lake, stocked until 2006,
supports a small fishery for rainbow trout. MoE found a “high density stunted RB population”
during assessments in that year and subsequently discontinued stocking (Andrews 2007).
At 38 ha, Shelton is the largest lake in the sub-basin and has potential to deliver to downstream
reaches an additional ~50 L/s for 90 days for each metre of storage developed (assuming no
losses). Natural lake level fluctuation has been preliminarily estimated at 1.5 m.
Feasibility work in 2008/09 was varied and included:
• evaluating existing anadromous fish habitat conditions in South Englishman River;
• assessing juvenile standing stocks in South Englishman River;
• establishing lake level monitoring (Shelton);
• compiling/synthesizing a hydrograph for the South Englishman sub-basin;
• conceptual engineering options (Shelton);
• estimating potential impacts of storage on flora and non-fish fauna (Shelton/Healy); and,
• stakeholder consultation.
On the lower South Englishman River, crews documented riffle and glide wetted widths and
depth/velocity characteristics to estimate how habitat area and mesohabitat suitability for fry and
parr changed with discharge levels. Examinations occurred throughout the summer season at
target percentages of estimated mean annual discharge. Data are being analyzed to determine
stream flow levels at which habitat area and suitability significantly increase.
Steelhead and coho standing stock densities were evaluated on September 30, 2008 at three sites
in the lower half of the South Englishman’s 4.5 km of anadromous stream length. Steelhead fry
densities ranged from 11 to 32 fry per unit (unit=100m2; FPU) in habitats averaging 65% suitable
based on index curves developed for BC Hydro. Steelhead fry biomass averaged 44% of
predicted based on alkalinity models (Ptolemy 1993). Coho fry densities ranged from 10 to 39
FPU in habitats that averaged 49% suitable2. Coho fry biomass averaged 64% of predicted.
Standing stock densities observed suggest South Englishman rearing habitats were not fully
seeded in 2008. Reasonable condition factors for fry (1.12 for steelhead, 1.13 for coho) support
the premise that habitats were less than saturated.
A semi-permanent lake level recorder and compensatory barometer were installed and
benchmarked in Shelton Lake to help document lake level extremes and confirm spring recharge
rates needed to develop potential storage regimes and timing. Instruments were downloaded prior
to fall snows to confirm proper operation and obtain 2008 summer lake level data. These
instruments will be operated/downloaded regularly for several seasons.

2

Electrofishing sites included an historic location used to assess steelhead fry densities in particular. The
other two sites were selected to include the differing habitat types preferred by steelhead and coho fry.
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In the lower South Englishman River, a second set of recorders was installed, benchmarked and
calibrated through the summer and fall to document low and moderate flows and form the basis
of a full hydrograph for the sub-basin. Instruments operated through the winter of 2008/09 to
capture high flows, and KWL Associates Ltd. (Victoria) were contracted to use the data and
stream channel morphology surveys provided by BCCF to construct a complete hydrograph
(results pending).
In October 2008, BCCF staff toured engineers from KWL and Trow Associates Inc. and
performed a cursory outlet profile survey on Shelton Lake to conceptualize where a small weir
might be located. Results also helped to focus more detailed topographic surveys of the outlet
and stream channel now planned for spring 2009. A topographic survey will identify the most
suitable access routes to the site and the extent of construction footprints (i.e., abutments, saddle
berms, etc.) resulting from weirs of varying heights.
E. Wind and Associates (2008) were contracted to examine potential impacts of small scale
storage on amphibians, plants, birds, and small mammals, with a focus on provincial and
federally listed species (report attached under separate cover). Both Shelton and Healy lakes were
examined, the latter located 1 km downstream of the former. Results indicated that while Healy
offered significant amphibian and bird habitats and contained rare wetland characteristics,
Shelton appeared more likely to experience minimal impacts from lake level changes. Though
listed amphibians were confirmed at both sites, no significant, long-term effects were expected
for amphibians at either site as a result of increased water levels. Blue listed plant communities
were noted at both sites but the two at Shelton were expected to shift (i.e., re-colonized higher on
the shoreline) as a result of increased water levels. No listed individual plant species were
documented at either site.
Consultation included communications with and updates to the local watershed roundtable
(Englishman River Watershed Recovery Plan steering committee), MoE, DFO, and the
Arrowsmith Water Service (a partnership of the Regional District of Nanaimo, the City of
Parksville and the Town of Qualicum Beach). Feedback has been positive to date. Nanoose FN
fisheries staff toured both lakes and assisted with flow monitoring on the South Englishman. A
presentation of the project concept was given to band administration staff to determine their level
of support and if/how they wished to be involved in project feasibility and licensing should it
proceed. Though reaction seemed favourable, an official position on the project from Chief and
Council has yet to be received.

3.10 French Creek – Hamilton Marsh
Feasibility to establish 30 cm of storage on Hamilton Marsh in the French Creek watershed
continued in 2008/09, lead by DFO staff working with Friends of French Creek and other local
streamkeepers. Progress has been slowed somewhat due to ongoing discussions since 2007 about
conservation/purchase of the marsh and surrounding forest between landowner Island
Timberlands (ITLP) and various ENGOs interested in protection/enhancement. ITLP has
indicated to DFO that it conceptually supports small scale storage on Hamilton Marsh, but
requires further information on design and associated forest land base impacts for it to further
commit to the project.
In 2007, potential impacts of small scale storage on amphibians, birds, fish and plants were
identified by specialists contracted by DFO. Results indicated that, provided the scale of storage
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remains at 30 cm or less, impacts would be relatively minor and could be mitigated for (Wind
2007).
In 2008 and with LR-GB/VI support, DFO contracted engineering and static GPS control surveys
of the marsh and its outlet to delineate and better enable a weir design. These surveys will also
help quantify potential impacts to riparian areas around the marsh.
Consultations with the landowner and local stakeholders are planned for 2009 once conceptual
designs are available and impacts better defined.

3.11 Tsolum River – Wolf Lake
Several sites with potential to augment summer base flows exist in the Tsolum watershed. Wolf
Lake, with its existing storage infrastructure and licensee (DFO), offers a more immediate
opportunity to improve flows to Headquarters Creek and the lower Tsolum River through facility
improvements and modifying management practices to reflect current (and changing) priorities.
Several undeveloped headwater lakes also offer potential to improve flows in the upper Tsolum,
above the reaches currently augmented by Wolf Lake storage (Gooding 2007).
In addition to society members, the Augmentation Committee of the Tsolum River Restoration
Society (TRRS) includes representatives of DFO, MoE, Comox Band, BCCF, TimberWest
(landowner) and local hydrology experts. Members focused on Wolf Lake storage in 2008, with
effort towards reviewing past operations, compiling flow and lake level data, identifying gaps in
the data sets, setting up improved monitoring programs and increasing collaboration between
TRRS and DFO to manage the storage optimally.
Though 3,200 ac ft was licensed for conservation purposes in 1965, the limited records on file
suggest this volume on Wolf Lake has rarely been fully utilized. Starting in the mid 1990s, DFO
avoided drawing down the lake to the legal limit (at least 2.5 m below full pool) based on an
understanding with the MoE small lakes biologist who was concerned about de-watering shoals
productive for the lake’s fish stocks. Proper surveys to quantify shoal area at specific elevations
and define impacts associated with drawdown were never undertaken. Accordingly, the
Augmentation Committee agreed that a detailed bathymetric survey of the south (shallow) end of
Wolf Lake would help identify potential impacts and enable informed decision making on the use
of licensed storage. The resulting study recently showed that while 6 ha of shoal area de-watered
when lake levels were drawn down 1.8 m (the maximum advocated by MoE in the mid 1990s), an
additional 2, 3 and 6 ha of shoal area were exposed at 2.1, 2.4 and 2.7 m of drawdown,
respectively (Gooding 2009).
The Augmentation Committee will meet to consider these findings, finalize 2009 plans to
improve stream flow and reservoir level monitoring, and recommend, to the Tsolum River
Partnership3, flow-related considerations to be examined as part of a new Tsolum Biophysical
study. This study is currently planned and funded by Fording Coal/Pacific Salmon Foundation
and Living Rivers – Georgia Basin/Vancouver Island.

3

A consortium of government agency, ENGO, FN and private sector interests partnering in the
management of a $4.5 million government grant to remediate the Mount Washington mine site in 2009/10.
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3.12 Black Creek – Sayer Creek
Black Creek is a highly productive, but extremely flow challenged, ECVI cutthroat and coho
stream between Courtenay and Campbell River. Suggested by TimberWest and DFO staff in
2007, preliminary scoping of a potential storage site in the watershed’s Sayer Creek sub-basin
occurred in 2008, and most recently in February 2009. The latter on-site meeting included
representatives of the landowner (TimberWest), DFO (Habitat Protection and Resource
Restoration Divisions), and the Black Creek Streamkeepers. Sayer Creek flows north to Black
Creek, entering on its right (south) bank 8.5 km upstream of the mouth, and 3.8 km downstream
of Northy Lake where releases from Marsh 101, an existing storage site in the Millar Creek subbasin, enter and augment Black Creek base flows.
The suggested storage site was a 10 ha wetland bounded by low lying agricultural and forest
lands to the north, south and west, and an old railway grade on the eastern edge. A wooden box
culvert situated beneath the grade drained the wetland and represented a potential weir site.
TimberWest confirmed the culvert site was on their property and, subject to verifying the
company’s plans for the area and the extent of seasonal flooding that would occur, suggested a
small scale storage structure was certainly possible.
Subsequent searches by BCCF for property lines and titles revealed that a large part (if not the
majority) of the wetland in which storage would occur was part of a 73 acre private farm.
Though the owner was conceptually supportive of storage to enhance Black Creek fish stocks, the
land was on the market at the time and therefore in limbo with respect to any agreements to
undertake the project. BCCF will monitor the status of the property and may contact the new
landowner in future.

3.13 Quinsam River – Upper Quinsam and Wokas Lakes
Overall results of feasibility work on accessing negative storage to benefit Quinsam River at BC
Hydro’s Upper Quinsam and Wokas reservoirs are reported separately. PSC funding did
specifically cover partial costs for an assessment of potential impacts to flora and non-fish fauna
of accessing negative storage on Wokas and Upper Quinsam lakes to benefit salmon and trout in
the Quinsam River (Wind 2008). The following paragraphs contain a brief summary of the
results.
Plants – Terrestrial: Three red-listed forest/plant communities were identified around Upper
Quinsam Lake: sweet gale / sitka sedge; Douglas-fir lodgepole pine / reindeer lichens; and
western redcedar / three-leaved foamflower Very Dry Maritime. Three blue-listed forest/plant
communities were also located: black cottonwood / sitka willow; Douglas-fir - western hemlock /
salal Dry Maritime; and western redcedar / sword fern Very Dry Maritime. On Wokas Lake, one
red-listed plant community was identified: western hemlock - Douglas-fir / Oregon beaked-moss.
Provided high water levels remain unchanged, no significant, long term impacts were expected.
If frequency/duration of droughts (i.e., drawdown events) increase, plant communities will
change and/or shift toward lake over time.
Plants – Aquatic: No listed species were identified. Shoal species were dominated by
Potamogeton spp., Lobelia dortmanna, Myriophyllum spp., and Sparganium spp. Not
unexpectedly, plant communities present suggested oligotrophic conditions. Because additional
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drawdown is proposed only periodically (i.e., drought-related) and for late summer/fall when
overnight temps are reduced and most species are becoming senescent, no significant, long term
impacts are expected. Where shoal configuration allows (i.e., no “drop-off”), plant community
“shifts” would likely occur if additional drawdown became regular occurrence. A monitoring
program was encouraged to reduce risk of introduced or noxious weeds spreading to new areas
exposed by drawdown, particularly near developed areas (camping/boat launches, etc.).
Amphibians: Relatively few egg masses and larvae were found, possibly due to survey timing or
habitat suitability. A high richness of invertebrates was noted for the size/depth of lakes.
Breeding was generally located in wetlands adjacent to lakes. Most wetlands appeared to be fed
from upslope areas, not from the lakes themselves.
Red-legged frog (blue-listed) egg masses were observed in both lakes in April. Surveys in June
captured tadpoles in both lakes and adults in Wokas. No negative impact was expected as a
result of accessing negative storage provided additional drawdown occurs after August, when
red-legged frog young metamorphose.
Other amphibians sampled included Northwestern salamander (larva/neotenes), rough-skinned
newt (adults), Pacific treefrog (tadpoles, egg masses).
Birds: One red and six blue-listed bird species are likely to occur: northern goshawk, great blue
heron, northern pygmy-owl, barn swallow, western screech-owl, band-tailed pigeon and pine
grosbeak. Should water levels be lowered up to 1 m from currently established minimums:
• no effects were expected to shoreline vet conifers or forested uplands in general;
• on rocky islets, additional loafing habitat for migrant gulls and other waterbirds would
result;
• no effects on deciduous shoreline vegetation were anticipated; and,
• suitability of shelf wetlands for foraging habitat may increase or decrease depending on
locations…0.5 m depths are preferred.
Impacts to red and blue-listed birds are predicted to be negligible due to poor quality of habitat
currently available for most species and the lack of occurrence at the site.
Small Mammals: The Vancouver Island water shrew is one of four provincially red-listed
mammals occurring on Vancouver Island. About 35 encounter records were noted on file for the
Island including middle Quinsam River (1959) and Quinsam Hatchery (1997). Rather than an
intensive inventory, suitable habitat features and communities were identified in this assessment.
In general, lake edges were judged suitable only at full storage levels (November-June). The
proposed drawdown would further reduce suitability of lake edges in late summer and fall. The
most suitable habitat, found in creek corridors entering the lakes and in adjacent wetlands, would
be maintained under the proposed drawdown.

3.14 Cluxewe River – Skidder Lakes
The Cluxewe River is an ungauged coho, pink and steelhead stream that enters Queen Charlotte
Strait north of Port McNeill. Minimal flow data exists, and the degree to which summer base
flow limits fish production, though potentially significant, is not well documented. Feasibility
work to date has considered local restoration roundtable input and been accomplished with
regular participation of Kwakiutl FN (KFN) fisheries staff. Should further habitat assessment
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studies support developing storage, the most likely site in the watershed is the Skidder Lakes
chain, located in the headwaters.
During preliminary examinations in 2007 and 2008, the limited range of natural lake level
fluctuations combined with the relatively small size of the individual lakes suggest that the
amount of storage able to be developed without significant environmental or forest land base
impacts may be inadequate to justify implementation and future operational costs.
BCCF will continue to promote and support stream flow and habitat monitoring by KFN to help
clarify if storage development is warranted in the Cluxewe watershed.

3.15 Keogh River - Keogh and O’Connor Lakes
Entering Queen Charlotte Strait near Port Hardy, the Keogh River has hosted a provincial
research station at its mouth and been the subject of dozens of fisheries research and restoration
projects since the mid 1970s. Despite this fact, accurate hydrometric records are lacking, with
only periodic discharge measurements, largely uncalibrated river stage data, and anecdotal
information available. There is sufficient end-of-summer spot discharge data in recent years to
confirm that Keogh mainstem habitats suffer from very low flows (often <5%MAD), very likely
limiting wild steelhead and coho production (R. Ptolemy, Rivers Biologist, MoE, pers. comm.).
In September 2008, crews comprised of BCCF, DFO and KFN fisheries staff completed total
station surveys of Keogh and O’Connor lakes, situated in the upper Keogh watershed. Keogh
Lake has a 1.2 m high storage weir built in the 1970s. Surveys were performed to document
outlet topography at each lake and to form the baseline for potential storage structure
improvements/designs. These detailed surveys followed up on synoptic surveys done in 2007 by
BCCF when storage improvement opportunities were originally sought.
Storage feasibility work in the Keogh watershed was supported by the local restoration
roundtable that currently focuses on the neighboring Cluxewe River. Roundtable representation
includes Western Forest Products (WFP; area forest tenure holder), KFN, DFO, MoE, Nature
Trust, Regional District of Mount Waddington, Northern Vancouver Island Salmonid
Enhancement Society (NVISEA), Polaris Minerals, and fisheries consultants operating the Keogh
enumeration fence and weir.
From 2007 synoptic surveys, it became apparent that high points in the stream bed (“inverts”)
immediately above and below the Keogh Lake weir were restricting outflows in the latter part of
the storage release season. These inverts restricted an estimated 20-25% of the Province’s 800
ac ft of licensed storage from leaving the lake, confirmed during September 2008 detailed
surveys. Preliminary maintenance plans to excavate the outlet (Phase I) were drafted by DFO and
fine tuned by Northwest Hydraulic Consultants Ltd. These plans were reviewed by MoE Lakes
and DFO Habitat Protection staff and submitted to MoE’s Water Stewardship Division for
approval and implementation in August 2009 (weir improvements successfully completed,
August 2009).
Phase II improvements at Keogh Lake include examining the potential to increase storage
through weir stanchion extension and release storage more accurately through installation of a
low level gate beside the weir’s fishway. Flora and non-fish fauna impact assessments were
scheduled for spring/summer 2009.
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Feasibility work centering on a new storage facility at O’Connor Lake will continue in 2009,
building on the 2008 survey. Conceptual designs will be developed. Similar to Keogh Lake, flora
and non-fish fauna impact assessments will be carried out. Stakeholder consultation will
continue, expanding to consider specific impacts to WFP mainlines on the north side of the lake,
their day use recreational area at the east end, and NVISEA’s net pen rearing operation and
access ramps located on the lake’s north shore. Key fish habitat such as spawning areas in and
immediately downstream of the outlet will be better identified, as will shoreline and tributary
rearing/spawning habitats.
A key concern raised during initial project scoping was whether augmented summer flows from
O’Connor Lake could adversely impact O’Connor Creek or Keogh River mainstem rearing
conditions. If augmented flows consist of warm surface water from O’Connor Lake, a perceived
cooling effect of O’Connor Creek on Keogh mainstem water temperatures may be compromised.
To help clarify this issue, an extensive temperature monitoring program is planned for
spring/summer 2009.
To provide rationale for the storage/flow augmentation initiative, habitat quality and quantity will
be documented this summer in representative reaches at various base flow levels. MoE flow
specialist R. Ptolemy (Victoria) will assist in identifying suitable monitoring locations and ensure
study parameters are appropriate. Results will identify the amount of rearing habitat (wetted
widths) and the increase in its suitability (riffle production/usability) associated with varying
amounts of flow augmentation.
A semi-permanent hydrometric station will also be established adjacent to the lower river
resistivity counter. BCCF will work with contractors operating the counter and fence to ensure
the stage/discharge relationship is established for low to moderate discharges and verified
annually. Peak flow measurements to complete the stage/discharge relationship will be
contracted to a qualified hydraulic consultant.

4.0 Discussion
As a result of this feasibility program, two storage projects (Crofton Lake/Richards Creek; Keogh
Lake/Keogh River) were advanced to an implementation phase, meeting the program’s main
objective. BCCF’s role in a third storage project, Wokas-Upper Quinsam Lakes/Quinsam River,
was also completed, but lead partner BC Hydro delayed project implementation in 2009 on
account of outstanding construction engineering issues. At last communication, BC Hydro
management intended to implement the negative storage development project in 2010.
Several other projects were advanced closer to an implementation stage, particularly proposed
storage or operational improvements at Holyoak, Brannen, Shelton, Wolf, Keogh and O’Connor
lakes. Based on progress to date and remaining feasibility, Table 1 outlines a potential timetable
for these projects. It should be noted that in light of recent financial downturns in world and local
economies, implementation funding has become more difficult to secure. Forecasted dates of
project implementation depend on healthy economies and successfully attracting investments in
these projects. BCCF will continue to work with partners to share project costs where possible
and promote the value of water conservation in the face of climate change.
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Table 1. Potential timetable for project sites with significant advancement in 2008/09.
Site, Watershed

Target Stream

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

Holyoak Lake,
Chemainus

Chemainus

Feasibility

Brannen Lake,
Millstone

Millstone

Feasibility

Feasibility

Implementation

Healy Lake,
Englishman

S. Englishman

Feasibility

Feasibility

Implementation
– new storage

Wolf Lake, Courtenay

Tsolum

Feasibility

Implementation
– operational
improvements

Monitoring

Keogh Lake (PII),
Keogh

Keogh

Feasibility

Implementation
– increase
storage

Monitoring

O’Connor Lake,
Keogh

Keogh

Feasibility

Feasibility

Implementation
– new storage

No further feas. No further feas.
until legal
until legal
issues resolved issues resolved

Improving public awareness of the need for adequate stream flows and how they are linked to
domestic consumption in many watersheds was the project’s second objective. Because studies
associated with feasibility have less media appeal, the public’s (and media’s) attention was
captured mainly through media releases, newspaper coverage and TV pieces centered around
storage implementation projects such as Westwood Lake in the Millstone watershed (A-Channel,
September 29, 2008) and Crofton Lake in the Cowichan drainage (Cowichan Valley Citizen, June
20, 2008; The Pictorial, June 22, 2008).
Individual projects generally progressed as expected and scheduled, with the exception of
Holyoak Lake/Chemainus River. Following an environmental assessment, the Federal
Environment Minister announced on June 10, 2009 that the proposed Chemainus Well Water
Supply Project is not likely to cause significant adverse environmental effects. Now that both
provincial and federal EAs are complete, the District of North Cowichan’s progress towards
relying on the well supply year-round should accelerate, and decisions concerning the use of
existing (and future) storage at Holyoak reservoir for fish will be less encumbered.
Water storage feasibility work in general is closely aligned with a number of related initiatives by
all levels of government. DFO’s Wild Salmon Policy (2005) re-confirms that salmon habitat
integrity is challenged by human competition for fresh water. Provincial examples include BC’s
Drought Management Action Plan (2004, 2009) and the Living Water Smart Plan (2008). The
first of its kind in BC, the provincial government issued an order in 2009 under Section 9 of the
Fish Protection Act to curtail water use by licensees to protect stream fish populations. Such
actions confirm the seriousness of water issues in light of climate change and projected increases
in drought frequency/severity, and serve to underline the importance of water conservation
strategies such as small scale storage.
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Despite well-intentioned initiatives and higher level policy that would seemingly support
conservation projects like water storage, establishing proponents for water licenses continues to
be challenging. Given anemic (and shrinking) budgets, agency management staff typically
responsible for commitment and sign off on such projects are extremely reticent to take on
additional liability, annual operation and maintenance costs. In some cases, even in light of
significant potential environmental gains, a project is in jeopardy of having no proponent unless
there are additional social benefits (e.g., new or increased domestic supply, hydro, etc.).

5.0 Conclusions/Recommendations
1. Water storage feasibility continues to be long-term and multi-faceted, with each site
having unique aspects and differing histories requiring a tailored approach.
2. Habitat benefits are most easily achieved at sites with existing storage facilities and
established water license proponents. By working with proponents, improvements to
infrastructure or its operation can occur through a review of a site’s physical status, its
license criteria, how it affects downstream habitat and current watershed sustainability
objectives.
3. Small scale storage (i.e., storage within the natural levels fluctuation of a lake or pond),
while not always achieving flow rates that best support rearing salmonids or meet
provincial targets, can offer good potential to incrementally realize habitat conditions
closer to the ideal. Such projects have proven and are considered by the public to be
more environmentally benign, and are thus more likely to garner the required stakeholder
support for implementation.
4. Having evolved significantly over past versions, the current provincial water licensing
process requires substantial input for a successful application. In some cases where
storage for conservation is concerned, the product (i.e., an individual water license)
remains too rigid to accommodate stakeholder-supported adaptive management. This
may become more important with climate change and associated adverse effects on base
flow conditions for stream rearing salmonids.
5. Practitioners of water storage work should to be vigilant about public policy changes that
would assist efforts to develop and implement projects, particularly in the near future as
governments tackle new water conservation initiatives. Strategic alignments with such
policy will be critical for continued project implementation.
6. Science-based, multi-disciplinary approaches to storage projects will ensure best use of
limited resources.
7. Consultation, consultation, consultation.
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Appendix A. Decision framework/flow chart.
WATER STORAGE PROJECTS

Version 2008-2

Decision Schematic/Flow Chart for Potential Sites (assumes funding for feasibility in place)

IDENTIFICATION
IDENTIFY NEED
Habitat condition, #/status of stocks, fish agency priorities
PRELIMINARY DATA COLLECTION
Similar local or regional initiatives underway?
IDENTIFY STAKEHOLDERS & POTENTIAL PARTNERS
Contact landowner(s)
Contact First Nation(s)
Early consultation with potential red/yellow flags
Existing water licenses & applications
Potential license holder(s) for new storage
Potential funding partners
PRELIMINARY SITE SCOPING
Site recons, synoptic data collection
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
Preliminary engineering design
Estimate preliminary cost/benefit

BENEFITS

COSTS

CONSULTATION

FISH & FISH HABITAT (anad)
Existing flow data - assembly/analysis
Flow monitoring (fill data gaps)
Flow versus habitat study
Estimate habitat gains (quantity/quality)
Model/estimate projected fish production

IMPACT ASSESSMENTS
Local fish stocks (in-lake)
Fish passage issues/requirements
Botanical values
Wildlife values
Recreational values

FISH & FISH HABITAT (non-anad)
Estimate benefits

COMPENSATION/MITIGATION
Impacts to landowners, tenure holders
Design mitigation
Post-construction mitigation

STAKEHOLDERS
Landowner(s)
First Nation(s) project involvement
Fish Agencies (DFO, MoE - continuing)
Local stakeholders (rest. roundtables, etc)
Non-fish agencies (MoF, Parks, local govt)
Potential funding partners
Other water users

OTHER WATER USERS
Potential domestic supply?
wildlife, ecosystem benefits

FACILITY MANAGEMENT
Land/facility ownership/agreements
Operations & maint. responsibilities

PRE-IMPLEMENTATION
Final site surveys, operational considerations & facility design
Water license application (prep and follow up)
Permits – Water Act, DFO, Municipal, CEAA, NWPA, MoE
Final cost estimates, secure implementation funding
Develop construction plans
Final landowner permissions/safety plans

IMPLEMENTATION
Advanced materials procurement
Contractor selection
Environmental safety/controls
Construction
Public relations and communications
Project reporting, as-built surveys
Permit follow-ups

MONITORING
Water level/flow/fish passage monitoring
Trial operations, adjustments & modifications
Mitigation plan monitoring
Long-term operation, annual reporting & maintenance items
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Appendix B. Select photographs of storage feasibility sites or target stream
habitats.

Photo 1. Panorama of beach at southwest end of Thetis Lake, headwaters of Craigflower Creek
near Victoria.

Photo 2. Panorama of Holyoak Lake west of Chemainus, where 60 cm of additional storage is
being considered to augment summer stream flow in the Chemainus River.

Photo 3. Beaver dam at outlet of Brannen Lake, Nanaimo, August 18, 1998. To establish similar
storage, the feasibility of a small weir (15-30 cm in height) at this site is being examined
to augment summer flow in the Millstone River.
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Photo 4. Lower South Englishman River near Parksville on September 30, 2008 during juvenile
sampling. Discharge was very low at approx 50 L/sec, or 2% of mean annual discharge.

Photo 5. Nanoose FN member H. Edwards on site reconnaissance at Healy Lake on the upper
South Englishman River (west of Nanaimo), November 19, 2008.
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Photo 6. Bathymetric survey results overlaid on aerial photograph of the southeast end of Wolf
Lake, Tsolum River watershed, near Courtenay.
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Photo 7. Kwakiutl FN technician A. Chartrand checking riffle depths in Keogh River
immediately downstream of Keogh Lake weir near Port McNeill, spring 2009.
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Appendix C. Financial Statements of Expenditures
April 1, 2008 – March 31, 2009:
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April 1, 2009 – December 31, 2009 (approved carry over of unspent funds):
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April 1, 2008 – December 31, 2009 (all combined):
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